
Model: ER1/ES1 LED
Installation and Operating Instructions 

Hera
12Vac/dc LED Portable Cabinet Light

® 

"CAUTION" To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, or injury to persons: Follow all Safety 
Instructions.  Important: No Minimum distance must be maintained between the LED luminaire 
and flammable materials! 
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Installation Instructions: Recess Mounting the LED Spotlight. 
 
1. Drill a 2-1/8” diameter hole at least 5/8” deep. 
2. Remove twist lock décor-ring with glass lens from the spot by using 
    a counter-clock wise twisting motion. 
3. Fasten spot into hole with the friction tabs or by using the three  
    short screws provided.  Tighten screws just enough to secure 
    fixture with no warping. 
4. Install twist lock décor-ring with glass lens onto the spot. 
5. Verify that the transformer is not connected to any power source. 
    Connect the spot to the transformer. 

Installation Instructions: Surface Mounting the LED Spotlight. 
 
1. Remove twist lock décor-ring with glass lens from the spot by using 
    a counter-clock wise twisting motion. 
2. Fasten spot and distance-ring using the three long screws provided. 
    Tighten screws just enough to secure fixture with no warping. 
3. Install twist lock décor-ring with glass lens onto the spot. 
4. Verify that the transformer is not connected to any power source. 
    Connect the spot to the transformer. 
 
     Note: The low voltage portable cabinet light may be installed 
     inside or under a kitchen cabinet or other built in furniture when: 
     • The low voltage class 2 transformer is located outside the cabinet  
        and is not concealed. 
     • The line voltage transformer power supply cord is not concealed or run through openings in the 
        cabinet, walls, ceilings, or floors. This requirement does not apply to the wiring between the 
        cabinet light and the transformer. 
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Installation Instructions: 2, 3 and 5 light LED Spotlight Set. 
1. Make sure transformer is unplugged. 
2. Recess or surface mount the set of LED spots as described 
    above. 
3. Connect the 79” cable from each spot to the terminal block of 
    the transformer.  For the 5 light set, an expansion terminal block 
    will be needed to allow connection of all 5 spotlights. 
4. Plug in the transformer to the outlet.  Failure to connect power  
    to the spotlights in this order may cause damage to the LED. 
 
Note: The total length of any run from the transformer to the 
spotlight should not exceed 16 feet. 
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Important Safety Instructions

“CAUTION” “To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, or injury to persons: 
 
1. Connect lighting only to listed direct plug-in or cord connected Class 2 power supply with an output 
voltage of 12Vac/dc max.  Use of power supply other than provided by Hera is not allowable and will 
void warranty. 
 
2. Use only insulated staples or plastic ties to secure cords; 
 
3. Route and secure cords so that they will not be pinched or damaged when the cabinet is pushed to the 
wall; 
 
4. This portable cabinet light is not intended to allow bulb replacement.  There are no serviceable parts 
inside light. 
 
5. Not intended for recessed installation in ceilings or soffits. 
 
6. The portable cabinet luminaire may be installed inside a kitchen cabinet or other built in furnishing 
provided that the cabinet or built-in furnishing is provided with a dedicated receptacle and: 
 
     a. The Class 2 power supply is not concealed. 
     b. The line voltage power supply cord is not concealed or routed through openings in the cabinet or 
built-in furnishing.                           
 
7. The National Electrical Code (NEC) does not permit cords to be concealed where damage to insulation 
may go unnoticed.  To prevent fire danger, do not run cord behind walls ceilings, soffits, or cabinets where 
it may be inaccessible for examination.  Cords should be visually examined periodically and immediately 
replaced when any damage is noted.   
 
8. “This fixture has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other) as a safety feature to reduce the 
risk of electric shock.  This plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one way.  If the plug does not fit fully in the 
outlet, reverse the plug.  If it still does not fit, contact a qualified technician.  Never use an extension cord 
unless the plug can be fully inserted.  Do not alter the plug.” 
 
9. There are no user serviceable parts.  Removal of cords or covers may damage product and will void 
warranty. 
 
 
For best results, have lighting professionally installed by a qualified licensed Electrician.  Do not 
cut wiring or the lighting system may be damaged.  Only use transformers manufactured by Hera 
Lighting.  Hera grants no warranty for LED spotlights when other transformers are used. 
 
These installation instructions are according to U.L. Standard 153 for cabinet lights. Installation 
has to be made according to Local and National Electric Codes. Please check your Local 
Electric Code before installing. 


